Managing livestock drinking points and
access to watercourses; advice and guidance
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The Environment Agency is working to improve the freshwater environment to meet objectives set by the
Water Framework Directive. Over 55% of rivers and streams in England are failing to meet the required
water quality standards due to the presence of excessive phosphate in freshwater. Phosphate enters
freshwater from many sources including point source discharges of treated waste water and diffuse
sources from agriculture. It is thought that between 25% of phospate in the freshwater enviornment
originates from diffuse agricultural sources.
A common agricultural source of phosphate, sediment and Fecal Indicator Organisims (FIOs) is from
livestock drinking areas or crossing points where livestock have unrestricted access or cross over
watercourses (rivers, stream, field ditchs etc.). Phosphate from animal muck binds to soil particles which is
transported into freshwater when poaching of soils, runoff or river bank erosion is allowed to occur.
Mobilisation of fine sediments also occurs and like phosphate is considered a pollutant. If allowed to enter
watercourses phosphate and sediment can have a detrimental effect on freshwater
plants, fish and invertebrates.
Although an individual livestock drinking area may seem insignificant in isolation cumulatively these areas
can have a serious adverse impact on water quality and ecology. Allowing livestock to poach land and
unrestricted access to drink from watercourses is contrary to Codes of Good Agricultural Practice and
several pieces of environmental legislation. There are a variety of simple, cost effective and sustainable
solutions presented in this guidance and we need your help to protect the freshwater environment.

Images 1, 2 & 3: Soil erosion, sediment and nutrient loss to the watercourse
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Annex I - Fencing livestock away from watercourses and alternative drinking arrangements
The preferred solution is to completely fence livestock away from watercourses and to provide alternative
drinking arrangements. This allows banks side vegetation to recover which, in turn, helps to stabilise banks
limiting soil erosion, reducing mobilisation of sediment and losses of phosphate. Alternative drinking
arrangements may include:
i) mains fed drinking troughs ii) pasture pumps iii) solar pump fed water troughs iv) other pump fed troughs.
These options can form excellent long-term solutions assisting better management and health of livestock
as well as providing protection for the freshwater environment. Well managed vegetation between fences
and watercourses can also provide valuable wildlife habitat; if required the Environment Agency can
provide you with advice and guidance with regard to optimal management of riparian vegetation.

Image 4, 5, 6 and 7: Mains fed trough (above left), groundwater fed pasture pump (above right) solar power
pump fed water trough (left) and pasture pump (right)
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Image 8: The Wildlife Trust at Chimney Meadows is successfully farming using pasture pumps. If you would
like more information or if you would like to see pasture pumps in action please email Lisa Lane:
lisalane@bbowt.org.uk or louiseking@bbowt.org.uk or call them on 01367870904

Image 9: Pasture pumps can be easily installedl, pump 0.5 litres per lever action, provide 7 metres of vertical
lift or 70 metres horizontal lift and one pump provides drinking water for 15-20 livestock
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Annex II - Livestock drinking bays
Although not the preferred option, in some circumstances it may be acceptable to partially fence livestock
away from watercourses and create purpose built livestock drinking bays. These provide water for livestock
and, if well managed and well maintained, can prevent widespread bank-side damage and losses of
sediment and phosphate to the freshwater environment.

Image 10, 11 & 12 – Purpose built, well designed and carefully maintained cattle drinking access point
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•

Positioning: Livestock drinking bays are best positioned in deeper areas of the watercourse not prone
to natural river bank erosion. Shallow riffle areas should be avoided. Ideally they should be positioned
off the main channel to reduce flood risk, but they need to be positioned to maintain drinking access
even at the lowest summer flows; the base of the bay should be as deep as the stream channel itself.

•

Access: The access ramp should be no steeper than 1:4. The end of the ramp should be almost flat to
provide a safe drinking area even during low summer flows.

•

Width: The width of the bay should be at least 3m and splayed slightly up the bank.

•

Hardcore: The access ramp must be well protected with a stone/hardcore base running from below the
normal water level to the top of the drinking bay. Cobble sized rocks should be positioned to provide as
flat a surface as possible and the gaps tightly filled with coarse gravel or hardcore to prevent livestock
injury. A metal mesh or appropriate liner beneath the stones or hardcore will help to prevent erosion.

•

Fencing: Stout post and rail fencing need to be put in place at the edge of the watercourse to prevent
livestock from treading on the riverbed. Fencing should be kept out of the main flow of the watercourse
to avoid trapping debris which could lead to blockages and fencing damage.
Maintenance: In order for livestock drinking access points to be effective in limiting soil erosion and
loss of phosphate it is important that they are regularly and carefully maintained. This may include
repairing areas that become poached, putting down extra hardcore when required and ensuring
livestock successfully use the designated access point rather than another point on the watercourse.
Design specification: The Environment Agency can provide further guidance and detailed design
specifications for livestock drinking access points to help you get get the correct access point.

•

•

Figure 1 – Example livestock drinking bay design specification – for more detailed design specification and
advice and guidance please contact the Environment Agency
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Annex III – Livestock bridges, fords and crossing points
Bridges over watercourses
This option completely removes livestock and vehicles from the watercourse so is a preferred option.
•

Usage and flow: Bridge use, span (ideally single span), flow rates need to be taken into consideration
at the design phase. You must ensure that the structure meets the relevant British Standards

•

Bridge height: This will need to account for high summer flows

•
•

Raise sides: Raised lips on the bridge sides to reduce run off into the watercourse
Hand/guard rails: Ideally join bridge hand rails/guard rails to watercourse fencing

•

Construction activities: Follow best practice for pollution prevention. For example cement is highly
polluting on watercourses and must be managed carefully.
Further advice and guidance: For further advice please contact your local environment officer.

•
•

Flood Defence Consent: You will need to apply for a Flood Defence Consent from the Environment
Agency before carrying out any works on a Main River (details on applying; page 9).

•

Local Authority: Planning permission or Local Authority flood consent may be required. Please contact
your Local Authority for further information.

Culverts for crossing points
This option also completely removes livestock and vehicles from the watercourse, and is a preferred option.
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Culvert size: The diameter of the culvert should be adequate to take the expected flows (including
times of flood) and should be a minimum 450mm.
Culvert width: The width of the culvert pipe must be adequate for the traffic use. The minimum width
for wheeled traffic is 4m.
Construction standards: Culvert pipes must comply with the relevant British Standards, and have a
positive joint to preserve alignment.
Pipe alignment: The pipe must be in alignment with the bed of the watercourse, and set into the bed if
necessary to accommodate pipe joints. The pipe at water entry should be placed fractionally below the
bottom of the true watercourse bed. The watercourse may need to be graded downstream to account
for any deepening from installation of the pipe.
Fisheries: Free fish passage must be allowed through the pipe even during low summer flows.
Backfilling: Backfill must be packed tight around the culvert pipe. If the depth of cover over the pipes is
less than 300mm, a concrete pad at least 150mm thick should be used. At all times adhere to the pipe
manufacturer’s instructions.
Vehicle use: Specialist design is necessary if it is to be used by vehicles
Erosion protection: Consider bank erosion protection, for example stone pitching or slabs may be
required downstream of the culvert and along downstream banks.
Flood Defence Consent: You will need to apply for flood defence consent from us before carrying out
any works on a Main River (details on applying; page 9).
Local Authority: Planning permission or Local Authority flood consent may be required. Please contact
your Local Authority for further information.
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Image 13 – Culvert crossing across ditch

Figure 2 – Example design specification for culvert crossing point
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Constructed ford crossing point
This is only recommended where other options are not possible; while it restricts livestock and vehicle
access to the watercourse, it still provides a conduit for sediment and nutrient input into the watercourse.
However a properly constructed ford will help to reduce these potential inputs. The ford design will depend
on local conditions.
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Location: Locate crossings at points where the watercourse bed is stable and banks are low. The
crossing should be located perpendicular to the flow of the watercourse, and ideally at a midpoint
between meanders at a straight section of channel.
Crossing base: Course gravel, hardcore, limestone rocks with retaining boards – retaining boards
should be treated and placed 1m apart parallel to the flow of the watercourse. They should be held in
place with treated pins placed 1m apart and driven at an angle into the bank. A larger size gravel layer
should be laid first with a finer grade layer on top. The stones must not stand higher than low summer
flows of the watercourse, and must not act as a weir. This will prevent the ford stones and gravels being
lost downstream. Free fish passage must be allowed at all times even during low summer flow.
Geo-textile base: Where the watercourse bed is less stable, a geotextile can be used. This should
extend across the width of the ford, and include the approach ramp. It must be installed and pinned in
line with manufacturer’s instructions. The geotextile layer must be set below the stream bed and
covered with material to a depth greater than 150mm. Ideally Terram 1000 geotextile should be used.
Width: Fords should usually be 4m wide to allow cattle and vehicular access.
Approach gradient: The approach gradient should not be steeper than 1:4 and the access ramp
should be protected to prevent erosion.
Kick boards: These should be used at the edges of the access ramp to retain the gravel/stone base
Rock armouring: Tightly packed cobble stones to make as flat a surface as possible and then filled in
with course gravel or hardcore.
Toe stones and woody debris: A group of toe stones or large woody debris should be used on the
downstream side of the ford to retain the gravels and cobbles forming the base of the crossing. Toe
stones or large woody debris can also be used on the upstream side. These should be placed in a
straight, semi-circular or oblique line and keyed down a minimum of 600mm below the existing
watercourse bed or the scour level (whichever is lower).
Fencing and watergates: Exclude livestock access to the ford and the watercourse using gates,
fencing and if applicable, watergates.
Flood Defence Consent: You will need to apply for Flood Defence Consent from the Environment
Agency before carrying out any works on Main River (details on applying; page 9).
Local Authority: Planning permission or Local Authority flood consent may be required. Please contact
your Local Authority for further information.
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Annex IV - Additional regulatory and advisory considerations
•

Flood Risk Activities: Land owners may need to register a Flood Risk Activity exemption if
constructing drinking bays for livestock on the bank of a ‘Mani River’ river (FRA14). To register an
exemption please visit: www.gov.uk/guidance/register-your-flood-risk-exemption-environmental-permits
or for further information please e-mail: wtenquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk.

•

Local Authority Consent: Works on non-main rivers (field ditches and many small streams) may
require consent from your Local Authority.
Cross Compliance: Many farmers in the UK receive subsidies under the Basic Payment Scheme
(BPS). In order to receive these subsidies farmers must comply with Cross Compliance including Good
Agricultural and Environmental Conditions (GAECs). These GAEC conditions, particularly GAEC 1 and
GAEC 5, are designed to promote the principles of best farm practice and ensure protection of the
freshwater environment. You are likely to be in breach of Cross Compliance GAEC 1 and GAEC 5 if you
allow livestock free access to watercourses if there is evidence of bank-side poaching or soil erosion.
Claimants of BPS may have their payments reduced if they don’t meet GAEC 1 and GAEC 5.
GAEC 1: You must protect watercourses against pollution and run-off from agricultural sources by
maintaining buffer strips. Watercourses include temporally dry field ditches. Farmers are required to
take reasonable steps to maintain green cover on land within 2m of the centre of a watercourse or 1m
from the top of the bank on land over 2ha in size. Bank-side livestock poaching and soil erosion may be
deemed by the Environment Agency to be in breach of this GAEC and reported to the Rural Payments
Agency accordingly.
GAEC 5: Farmers must put measures in place to limit soil and bank-side erosion caused, for example,
by livestock management causing overgrazing and poaching. You may be at risk of failing an inspection
and could lose some of your BPS payments if erosion caused by livestock trampling is a continuous
stretch of more than 20m long and 2m wide of a watercourse.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Protecting our Water, Soil and Air: A Code of Good Agricultural Practice for farmers, growers
and land managers (COGAP): Farmers are expected to operate their business without detriment to
the environment, and are expected to operate within the principles of the Code of Good Agricultural
Practice (COGAP) as a minimum standard. Failure to do so can affect a farmer’s assurance
accreditation and the public’s confidence in the industry.
COGAP: Paragraph 462: “Wherever possible, keep livestock out of surface waters. If the water quality
is suitable and it is necessary for them to drink direct from a watercourse, limit the area to which they
have access such as by putting in a drinking bay. This will reduce erosion of the banks and direct
fouling of the river by the stock. Ideally, put in alternative watering facilities such a pasture pumps.”
Anti pollution works notices (APWNs) Water Resources Act 1991 (Amendment) (England and
Wales) Regulations 2009: Where serious livestock poaching issues adjacent to watercourses are not
addressed and where there is evidence of poaching and/or bank-side soil erosion the Environment
Agency may consider serving an ‘anti-pollution works notice’. Such a notice will require the land owner
or farmer to address the issue within a reasonable timeframe; failure to comply with such a notice is a
criminal offence and can result in fines and enforcement action.
Funding Options: Although responsibility lies with the land owner and/or farmer to address the issues
outlined in this document, in certain catchments and circumstances funding options may be available.
Catchment Sensitive Farming and Countryside Stewardship Schemes: You may be eligible for a
grant towards the costs of a pump system, fencing or drinking bay construction if you are in a catchment
sensitive farming area or if you are in a Countryside Stewardship Scheme. Please contact your local
Natural England officer for further information.

•

Environment Agency Advice and Guidance: The Environment Agency can provide advice and
guidance to help you address the issues outlined in this document and to help you to comply with the
relevant legislation while protecting and improving the freshwater environment. Thank you for your help.

•

Further advice and guidance: For further advice and information on any of the issues covered by this
document please contact your local Environment Agency Agriculture Officer on 02030259747 or email
robert.davis@environment-agency.gov.uk.
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